School Welcomes Educators To Conference

STATE COURSE OF STUDY TO BE MAIN THEME

JSTC is to be host to a regional conference concerning the State Curriculum Development Program on November 18. At this time, a group of educators from the surrounding area will gather in Jacksonville for an entire day of study and discussion on the curriculum development in Alabama schools.

The guests of the school will be County and City Superintendents, Supervisors of Instruction, Supervisors of Attendance, and principals and teachers who are members of county or city curriculum committees.

The theme of the meeting is to be: The State Course of Study for Elementary and Secondary Schools. A very interesting and informative program has been outlined consisting of the paramount need. The conference, holding in morning and afternoon sessions from 10 A. M. until 1 P. M., will include presentations of various topics by principals, superintendents, and college faculty members. Discussions will emanate from these topics, thereby providing the intrinsic purpose of the gathering.

The State Steering Committee of the Curriculum Development Program has made plans for many such schools. The State Curriculum Office will be host to meetings of this nature.

The schedule as given out by the committee is as follows:

- "Get Your Man"--Sadie Hawkins

Sadie Hawkins Day can be made a red-letter event of November's calendar and Jacksonville's "can't-be-missed" if everyone who enters the school participate in the festivities.

The spirit of the occasion is to welcome that disperser of romance, the "blind" committee. Such an assembly will draw to and stay awake at the school for the next three hours, to watch the demise of the "blind" committee.

Sadie Hawkins Day can be a successful event if everyone who enters the school participate in the festivities.

By-the-way, we wish that whoever drew the Morgan-Calhoun cartoons which have been beautifying the bulletin board for the past few weeks would please draw some more.

Dogpatch Citizens Coming To Campus

JSTC Students Named For Place In 'Who's Who'

"BLIND" COMMITTEE SELECTS ON BASIS OF LEADERSHIP

Every year since 1924, hundreds of students throughout the United States have been selected by impartial or "blind" committees in their respective schools to appear in the book WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS in AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES. Aside from being honored in this fashion by local teachers and officials, these young men and women are placed before the eyes of the nation, and especially before the big business houses as probable candidates for employment.

Jacksonville has been allowed five selections for the 1941 book. They are: Fred Bramblett, Piedmont; Ben Kirk, Jr., Parrish; Mrs. Opal Tucker, Joppa; Constance Mock, Jacksonville.

The Who's Who Selections

Co-eds Awaiting Arrival of Noted College Favorite

Once upon a time, a long, long while ago, there was a lady of fine and noble carriage, of beautiful manners, and charming manners, who resided in Dogpatch, Kentucky. Sadie Hawkins, by name, had only one misfortune in her sheltered life, that of being untransferred--her pappy, Herbie Hawkins, first mayor of that renowned metropolis, fitted that up, and now's the children we have SADIE HAWKINS Day.

This time, Jacksonville is going to welcome that disperser of romance, the "blind" committee. That lady who couldn't wait for Leap-year, Sadie Hawkins, to its campus on Monday, November 17, for an all-day session and one that goes on into the evening. Yes, people, now's the time for all wild flowers to bloom and take opportunity by the horns and go a-huntin'.

Origin of the Day

When Sadie, Herbie Hawkins's only child, was born, her pappy named her Sadie Hawkins. He was told, there were no words that suited the girl. So, he named her Sadie Hawkins. Since then, the name has been a source of much joy and laughter to all who know her.
Ramsey Speaks At District AEA

The Secretary of the Georgia Educational Association, Mr. Ramsey, made an interesting lecture at the district meeting of the A. E. A., which convened in Columbus, November 6. His subject was the training of students for democratic citizenship.

He maintained that students should be more democratic themselves and give the pupils a chance to exert leadership in democratic practices. It was his further contention that students should take more part in the activities of the school. In this way they should be able to solve everyday problems better, jointly and in committees. Dr. H. C. Pasnett president of the A. E. A. and graduate of JSTC spoke to the group in the morning program.

Mrs. Estate Smith, Supervisor of the Cherokee County Schools, was elected vice president.

The following members of the JSTC faculty held positions at the district meeting: Mr. Dean, director of the State University; Mr. D. J. Arnold was secretary of the Committee on Recreation; Mr. Blakely was secretary of the Committee on Teachers' Welfare. Miss Perrell Bolton was a member of the Professional Affairs Committee; Miss Malott; Mr. Bullock, the Ethics Committee; Mr. Leon McClure, the Public Relations Committee; Mr. J. S. Self, the Legislative Committee.

Teachers Make Atlanta Trip

R. F. Pegler, head of the history
department here, Mr. J. M. Andrus, and Dr. C. E. Cayley, faculty members, recently attended a meeting of The Southern Historiographer, held recently. They returned last Thursday through Saturday.

These members of the history staff reported JSTC at the conference as other members of the department for the discussion which centered around the New Curriculum. The speaker told of several curricular changes, ideas and conceptions. There were innumerable possibilities for the New Curriculum should be but we feel it accomplishes. The term New Curriculum covers a multitude of things.

Question—Mrs. Calvert?—What do you think of the recent ruling of the State Department that allows a student preparing to become a teacher to take the equivalent of the new curriculum in the separate academic courses?

Answer—Well, you know there isn’t any such thing now as the new curriculum.

Choice of Courses Permitted; Degree Awarded in Either

Note Of Sympathy

January 30, 1942.

Dear Miss Bowers: We are sorry to hear that Mrs. W. J. Calvert, accom-
plished member of the faculty of JSTC, died recently.

Our sympathy is with her husband and family.

Note Of Sympathy

February 17, 1942.

Miss Maxine: We are sorry to hear of the death of Mrs. W. J. Calvert.

Our sympathy is with her husband and family.

Breast Cancer

Beauregard, La., April 30, 1942.

Mrs. L. J. Hendrix,

General Education Course. Is there any possible way in which we can be of assistance to this committee?

FRED BREAMBLLET—Fred is a member of the editorial staff of THE TEACOLA, and has a definite policy toward. His scholastic record in college has been an excellent one.

JAMES H. HENRY—As president of the State Department, he holds one of the most responsible and important positions in the college. He is also a student Social Committee; a member of the Women’s Auxiliary, and a member of the Senior Clerk, Constance has been a member of many campus organizations and has an accomplished record in the field of education.

Purpose Of The Publication

WROTH—Two years ago, Mr. W. J. Calvert, for many years a faculty member of the college, left the college to accept a position as principal of a high school in another state. Since that time he has been active in the field of education, having served as principal of several high schools and as an assistant principal in a large city.

FRED BREAMBLLET—Fred is a member of the editorial staff of THE TEACOLA, and has a definite policy toward. His scholastic record in college has been an excellent one.

JAMES H. HENRY—As president of the State Department, he holds one of the most responsible and important positions in the college. He is also a student Social Committee; a member of the Women’s Auxiliary, and a member of the Senior Clerk, Constance has been a member of many campus organizations and has an accomplished record in the field of education.
The Teacaol

The Luck Of Our Profession

It's a habitual complaint among teachers, especially Alabama teachers, that their salaries are the lowest in the country. Of course, there are many reasons for the discrepancy, but I believe one of the main reasons is the lack of appreciation for the profession. Teachers work long hours, and many times without much recognition. It's a fact that the teaching profession is declining in status, and this is a matter of concern. We must work hard to raise the status of the profession, so that our efforts will be appreciated.

The Morgans have had some of their "giants" taken out. Even Elizabeth PROCTOR and JOHN ADAMS have been struck by the disease of "dying". JAMES BURNEY BISHOP is really and unbelievably "sweet" these days. He must be hard bitten this time. Gee, ain't love grand—for some people. While we're on him, JAMES BURNEY BISHOP and JOHN ADAMS are two of the most interesting figures in our college. They always seem to know just the right thing to say. When you are feeling down, they are the ones to turn to for comfort.

The editors of the "Florida Review" have decided to take a new approach with their next issue. They plan to feature more reports on local events and issues, in an effort to engage a wider audience. This is a move that is long overdue, and we welcome it with open arms. Let's hope that the editors will continue to produce content that is meaningful and relevant to our community.

Ye Olde Gossippe

WENNELL BOWS is still wandering and up and down the halls at Bub-Gump-Snuck, just as she always has. I think she's the only one who isn't. Since JOHNNY is swimming, we have a new FOUR-MANION in town. MARY ANN LANDERS, somebody said that you have better weather than we do. You're the only one. We're here because we can't deal with the heat. We're going to have to find a way to live here. She'll have to come to terms with life in the South.

If And When Peace Comes

We have discussed many times the probable outcome of the present world conflict and the peace treaties which will follow the war, but we wonder what this change will mean to us. If the United States wins the war, it will stand against the tide of modern civilization. Peace will never be had by destroying existing evil factors, but only by the destruction of the underlying causes which eventually evolve to the turmoil in which we actually destroy the seeds that propagate war. However, we wonder if it is true that America will become the dominant nation in the world. Is it that she fears we will be depressed over the escape of the Nazis? It's a feeling of nationalism, a desire to show Germany what we're doing, to make sure she realizes the mistake she's made. It's already here! Clothing, food, raw material, finished products, rent, all are rapidly rising. We read of and witness boosted wages and salaries in an effort to maintain our economic status. We cannot help but feel that we are losing our position of influence in the world. It's a matter of pride, to be sure, but it's also a matter of survival. We must work hard to maintain our economic position.

The editors of the "Florida Review" have decided to take a new approach with their next issue. They plan to feature more reports on local events and issues, in an effort to engage a wider audience. This is a move that is long overdue, and we welcome it with open arms. Let's hope that the editors will continue to produce content that is meaningful and relevant to our community.
I am not sure if that is the case. As for me, I do not have the time to worry about it. But maybe she can show me something. It's a mystery.

The Leagues of Nations was one of only a few bodies that could be called World of Worlds, for I since the Treaty of Versailles was an instrument of greed and revenge for men whose many gray hairs had seen too much destruction, more than it was worth to defend.

We have seen the failures of the past, but it is not the fault of the present. It is not the fault of those who have come before us. It is the fault of all of us.

Literary Mud Slinging

All of us like to sling a little mud occasionally. And I think we could all always get the better results for our efforts, we feel)

The Morgan and Calhoun literary societies have been doing a good deal of this mud slinging lately and it has really helped in alarm the campus "mud" talk.

But the mud slingers have their day, too. They are often overconfident. That is the fact that there are always certain words that get lost unintentionally by flying particles. We think it would be worth it for the literary societies to keep this fact in mind and instead of mud slinging much carelessly around, take more aim and strike at the right time. By doing this, both the mud slingers will get less whack and the other may actually be economical with their words.

I hope we will not have another one of these mud slingers. I think they are sitting at the present time by themselves, waiting for a chance to throw the mud around. They should be more economical with their words.

The Literary Society could be as follows: an organization in which one must "keep his wish about him." According to the "witty wise mud slingers" should be sufficient:

Humor and Wit

The lads in my town are choosing engagement instead of marriage. They apparently prefer a short war.

One old maid to another: "Which would you desire most in your husband—beauty, wealth or appearance?"

The other: "Appearance, and sooner the better."

My doctor called over to me to meet my cold and remarked that my cough was much better. I said, "It should be; I practiced all night."

After obtaining the medicine prescribed by his illegible handwriting, a man I know took it to the pharmacist and said "I know the prescription and used it twice as an invitation to dance, two years as a railroad pass, once as a complement, one as a recommendation from his employer, in the evening his daughter played on a piano.

My aunt Minnie doesn't want to become a commercial artist. She says it too much of a fly by night proposition.

Leaves—that which, when a man hears he is going to have to take—whine

No—An extinct bird, ain't seen any.

That cold saying: "He spends money like a drunken sailor" should be revised to "He spends money like a sober, congenial man."

We use to read about dark ages and now we're hearing them.

Examining Physician—Read that chart on the wall.

Drafter—What will it be?

England doesn't want help from America. Its new motto is "Leave me alone."

It's spring, and you are far away I don't want it to be true

But we have times when you love That is it speaking here, too.
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Band Box Brevities

BY OLGA SHAMBLIN

It's a fact that teachers can tell jokes that are funny, or at least we can laugh with a clear conscience. I've heard two or three in the last week. They really went over well. Don't misunderstand, the teachers aren't telling jokes in class just for the sake of telling them, but to illustrate points! A small boy came running into his mother's room saying that he had been to a very big baseball game. His mother told him that bears did not run around in people's yards. He admitted that there was a bear in the yard, and his mother went to see what it was. She found a large doggy shag. She told the boy to go upstairs and wait for her. He went upstairs and stayed about ten minutes and then came back down. She asked him if he had found the bear. He said, 'Yes, ma'am.' She then asked, 'Where was the bear?' He replied, 'I found him, but he was too big to lift.'

Mrs. W. J. Smith, Centre, was also a student at Fort McClellan when the plaza was named. Mrs. Smith is the county superintendent of schools. Jacksonville's scenery is the most striking contrast, but everything around here is so green, so fresh, that it's hard to believe that it's only November. The mountains seem to hold first place on everyone's mind, and what is it so interesting in the mountains if it isn't the scenery. The mountains seem to hold the best memories of everyone, so I guess it's only reasonable to think that they are the truest. The mountains are an interesting place to live, but just because we're in the mountains doesn't mean that we're not interested in other things. The mountains are just one of the many places that are just as beautiful and interesting as any other place. The mountains are a great place to live, but they're not the only place that's worth living in. The mountains are just one of the many places that are just as beautiful and interesting as any other place.
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**Morgans Calhouns Deadlocked 13-13**

**Basketball Practice Reveals Good Prospects**

**They Knock It Around**

The boys at Forney Hall are putting their best foot forward in their efforts to win the annual, touch football game, which they are dedicating to the more delicate side of the campus—girls.

Friday evening at 6:30, all Forney boys and their dates will congregate in the gymnasium to partake of the most delicious food brought to the campus in the South. Afterwards, to the tunes of the nimbly-grabbing Fowlers, the plan to dance until—until they have danced.

Mr. C. M. Gray, head of Forney Hall, and committee composed of Herman Prockett, Homer Ferguson, and Wilbur Cox are in charge of arrangements, and they promise an unassuming attendance from Forney and a gay evening for all.

Forney is just beginning to get started in their social season, and from all aspects, there promises to be more events marked on their social calendar. The boys claim that the girls are a well-behaved and intelligent lot, and they intend to arouse a new activity within their own bounds.

**Dr. Allison Speaks To "Y" Group**

Dr. L. W. Allison, of the psychology department, spoke Thursday, to a group of interested college students. His subject was a question which has been so much in the Light of the World Conditions Today. Some of the thoughts he brought to light were: "It is a truth that we should love our neighbors as ourselves. It is a sin to see that if we obey that one commandment we will not kill our brother. Ordinarily people do not kill themselves."

\[Thomson\]

**French Count Speak**

Dr. and Mrs. J. H. Jones and Madame Louise Picar of Athlone attended a joint meeting of the American Association of Teachers of French and The American Association of Teachers of Spanish held at the University of Alabama on November 17 through the Bis. Registration, Lobby of Alabama Union, 3-00 P.M. Dinner, Dixter Cafeteria, 6:15 P.M. Lecture, Graves Hall Auditorium, 8:15 P.M.

Count Jehan de Noxe: "My Experiences in the Battle of Flanders and Dunkerque."

French motion picture at the Bama Theatre—Balm 1. Le Boulangier, which means "The Baker's Wife." Combined meeting, 9:15 P.M.

The following addresses were given:

- *Puerto Rico*, Joe Soul.
- *What France Owes to Spain*, Professor Bos.

**Rabbi Speaks**

**Eligible for Action**

Monday night Coach Stephenson convoked a meeting of the varsity basketball team. Due to the fact that there is no football team this year they will be able to start much earlier.

Eighteen men answered the call. Only three of them were lettermen but, even in our estimation, there has been such an abundance of material that last year's team was a crack outfit, losing only two games out of good playing in the A. I. C. This year's promises to be even better.

We will go out on a limb and predict that our boys will go through an undefeated season. They are a cinch to make it championships in a row.

Coach Steve has been at JSTC more than 10 years and never has he been in better shape. The Eagles are usually ranked among the best teams in the state, "bar none." They are the renown Giants killers and frequently defeat schools that are usually larger.

We are looking forward to a good season and are counting on those boys to take up where last year's left off.

Those out for practice are: Herman Prockett, Doc Wilson, Lee Wilson, A. T. W., Joe Wilson, Hobbi owls, and the girls. The girls are usually ranked among the best teams in the state. "Bar none."
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In -us, no other team's been a constant warfare between the good and evil forces. One of the greatest evil forces is war. Both organizations, Y. M. C. A. and Y. W. C. A., are showing a steady increase and are looking forward to other students becoming participants.

Thursday, November 12, there will be another worthwhile program of a group of students will discuss the important events in the life of Louis Pasteur and some of the fundamental religious teachings. An entertaining musical program also was started at Sing with People, of City College, featured in some vocal selections.

Mrs. Smith Heads Geography Club

The geography club met Thursday night, November 6, with Dr. J. F. Abbott and Mr. R. B. Flander. Twenty members were present. The keynote of the occasion was the interest and enthusiasm of the entire group.

The following officers were elected: President, Mrs. H. S. Smith, Albemarle; vice-president, Mrs. L. E. Turnage, Topeka; secretary and treasurer, Willie Ann Turnage, Santa Fe; reporters, Dorothy Lane, Rock Mills; and, with the assistance of Mrs. Opal Turner, Joppa, and Sarah Estelle Savage, Pell City, will serve as program committee for this term.

The club voted that these officers serve the winter quarter as well as the remainder of this year. Due to the Thanksgiving holidays, the geography group will again meet the first Thursday night in December. The present members will welcome all new comers into the organization. The club is looking forward to the next term, with the interest and enthusiasm of the students, spiced with occasional frolics.

Hobby Club

There will be a meeting of the Hobby Club for the purpose of organization in room 19 Thursday evening, November 13, from 8:00 until 9:00. All of those students living in the apartment dormitory or doing light housekeeping out of town are invited to become members of this club.

Compliments

J. Thos. Morris
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